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By ST AFF REPORT S

Department store chain Bloomingdale's is helping consumers express themselves through custom emojis.

The retailer's Bloomoticons app, developed in partnership with DabApps, lets users create messages using graphics
that are reflective of the store's voice, including fashion items and phrases, and then share them on social media or
in a message. This app will enable Bloomingdale's to become a part of its  loyal customers' conversations.

Worth 1,000 words
Bloomingdale's app opens on a page of emojis, inviting consumers to "discover." From there, the user can scroll
through emojis and pick out her favorite, selecting it with a tap.

Images include the store's iconic brown bag, a cup of its Forty Carrots frozen yogurt and yellow taxicabs. Others
include smiley faces, fashion items, food and sayings such as "chic," "xoxo" and "on fleek."
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Screenshot of Bloomoticons app

Consumers can string together a series of emojis and then send them as a text or email, share them to social media
or save them to their photo library.

This is part of Bloomingdale's 100 Percent campaign, which includes exclusive merchandise developed for the
store by 100 designers and brands.

To promote the campaign, the retailer has also partnered with Museum Hack to create a #BloomiesHack scavenger
hunt shopping experiences at its  flagship store on 59th Street in New York (see story).

Enabling fans to more effectively showcase their affection for a brand, a number of labels have launched emoji
apps of their own.

Italian fashion house Versace is letting consumers put their own touch on some of its most well-known codes with a
new Emoji mobile application.

Released in time for Valentine's Day, Versace's app passes the creative baton to the user, allowing them to combine
existing photos, backgrounds, stickers, drawings and text to create a photo shareable on Instagram. With the
romantic holiday around the corner, the label is looking at this app as an opportunity for its consumers to share their
affection in Versace style (see story).
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